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Abstract
Culturally, commercial surrogacy has come to be viewed and criticized as immoral. Thus, many prefer it to be
outlawed in China. At the same time, “to carry on the bloodline of the family” and having more children are also
culturally celebrated in Chinese society.1 The two cultural traditions, together with the implementation and
gradual revocation of the one-child policy in the 21st century, have led to a dilemma modern Chinese parents are
facing: more and more couples feel morally obligated to have more children after the revocation of the one-child
policy but are too old to naturally reproduce. With the vagueness of regulations around commercial surrogacy in
China, more couples have resorted to surrogacy in the past decade, which currently functions in a grey market.
Within the unregulated market, both moral and legal concerns emerge. Through analysis of public opinion,
litigations, as well as court rulings on surrogacy in China, this paper asks the following question: To what extent
does the societal attitude in China on surrogacy align with that of litigations and court rulings on surrogacy in
China? This paper hopes to provide insight into the Chinese surrogacy markets and responses from different
actors within the process of surrogacy, leading to broader questions such as: How can litigations in China on
surrogacy be improved? How can we ensure rights of all actors in a transaction concerning surrogacy? Should
surrogacy be permissible at all? These are relevant questions relating to the structural violence prevalent in the
seemingly peaceful modern China and have an impact on the direction of future feminist studies.
Keywords: surrogacy, China, litigation, public opinion
1. Introduction
The way children can enter a family has radically changed with the development of technology. Especially
among upper class families around the globe, medical technologies such as in vitro fertilization and embryo
transfers have sometimes replaced the traditional way of bearing children. Wealthy families are now more likely
to select surrogacy as a means of acquiring children with whom they have a genetic tie. 2
There are two main types of surrogacy. The first is altruistic surrogacy, a form of surrogacy in which no
commercial transaction is involved. A woman agrees to carry a child for the intended parent and give birth to that
child. The child may or may not be genetically related to the person giving birth. The second type is gestational
surrogacy, which is the most common form of surrogacy today. 3 The woman carrying the child is paid by the
intended parents, usually via a third party. A pregnancy labor contract is signed before the woman is implanted
with the fetus. The child the woman carries is usually not genetically related to her.
Though altruistic surrogacy can leave many loopholes for exploitation4, gestational surrogacy is the more
controversial type and will be the focus of this paper. Though commercial surrogacy, especially transnational
surrogacy (when the transaction involves actors of different nationalities, usually the surrogate mother and the
commissioning parents), has always been the subject of heated academic discussion, there has rarely been
research specifically focusing on China and its surrogacy market in the modern era, even though China has gone
1
Peng Yusheng. (2010). When Formal Laws and Informal Norms Collide: Lineage Networks versus Birth Control Policy in China. The
University of Chicago Press, 3(116), 770.
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Winddance Twine France, Outsourcing the Womb: Race, Class, and Gestational Surrogacy in a Global Market, 2nd ed. (New York:
Routledge, 2015), preface.
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Sally Howard. (October 20, 2014). Taming the International Commercial Surrogacy Industry. British Medical Journal, 349, 3.
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through drastic economic and structural changes in recent decades and has unique reproduction policies. What’s
more, research on surrogacy-related cases in China has been extremely limited, so that even if people’s lives
have already been impacted by such legislation, the general public is not obtaining a clear understanding of law
and surrogacy-related regulations. As a result, this paper focuses on the Chinese surrogacy market, the relevant
legislation and court practices, as well as public opinions around surrogacy to provide an overview of surrogacy
in China.
This paper will answer the question: To what extent does societal attitude in China on surrogacy align with that
of litigations and court rulings on surrogacy in China? Following this introduction, this paper will delve first into
a literature review, in which an overview of the reproduction status quo in China along with legislative practices
will be provided, then the methodology of the research, followed by the obtained data and related analysis, and
the conclusion. In the analysis section, this paper will ultimately show that litigations on surrogacy in China
mostly condemn surrogacy as immoral, but the regulations are vague. Due to this vagueness, court rulings
usually defer to contract laws and genetic relationships. On the surface, public opinion in China complies with
the litigations and court rulings; however, in practice, surrogacy still serves as an option for reproduction with a
booming underground market, while surrogate mothers are largely under-represented by the media and academic
researchers. Though litigations and court rulings are against surrogacy as a whole, it is also worth noting that the
current surrogacy legislation is ineffective, thus providing incentive for surrogacy companies to operate and
develop.
1.1 Litigations on Surrogacy in China
Chinese law does not explicitly prohibit or permit surrogacy practices. According to Article 3 in Administrative
Measures for Assisted Reproductive Technology published in 2001, it is forbidden in China to “buy or sell
gametes, zygotes, and embryos in any form,” and “Medical institutions and medical personnel must not
implement any form of surrogacy technology.”5 However, in December 2015, the Standing Committee of the
National People’s Congress removed this part of the article 6 , implying an attitude shift in the Chinese
government. Nevertheless, Subsection 5, Part 3 of the Ethical Principles of Assisted Reproductive Technology
and Human Sperm Banks, also published in 2001, still defines any surrogacy technology as illegal, prohibiting
medical staff from performing surrogacy procedures. The changes to one document but not the other create
confusion.
Regardless of the legislation, the publications by the Ministry of Health only carry out administrative sanctions,
which means that any fines only fall on the medical staff but not the others involved; in other words, the
commissioning parents, the institution (if not an officially registered medical agency), and the surrogate mother
will not bear any criminal liabilities7. While institutions can still practice surrogacy under current Chinese
legislation, the validity and legal issues revolving around surrogacy usually depend on the content of surrogacy
contracts, or the interpretation of such contracts by the court. This will be further explained in the next section.
1.2 Legislative Practices Regarding Surrogacy in China
In terms of contract laws and court rulings regarding surrogacy contracts, the court usually rules according to the
General Principles of the Civil Law of the People’s Republic of China, in which Article 55 states that “A civil
juristic act shall not violate the law or the public interest.8” However, “public interest” is not clearly defined in
the article; in other words, the interpretation of the law tends to depend on court traditions and the personal
interpretation of the judge. One common controversy concerning commercial surrogacy is whether the surrogate
mother can be seen as being paid by accepting the egg from the intended mother (or her own egg) or because of
her gestational service. If the surrogate mother can be seen as merely providing a gestational service, then this
person is not involved in the crime of transacting human gametes and human embryos. Practically, such a line of
argument, if employed successfully, can get around the legal prohibition.
Of the five cases presented in The Analysis of Surrogate Dispute Case Report in Our Country, which was
conducted in 2014 by Menglu Li, two are cases on sole care and control (disputes over the custody of the
5
The Ministry of Health. Human Assisted Reproductive Technology Management Measures. Human Assisted Reproductive Technology
Management Measures. Retrieved July 26, 2019, from http://www.gov.cn/fwxx/bw/wsb/content_417654.htm
6

Mi Liu. On the Judicial Validity of Surrogacy Contracts - from the Perspective of Jeremy Bentham’s Utilitarianism. May 2019, 20
Vera Raposo & U Sio Wai. (2017). Surrogacy in Greater China: The Legal Framework in Taiwan, Hong Kong, Macao, and Mainland
China. Pacific Basin Law Journal, 34(2), 145.
8
National People’s Congress. (1986). General Principles of the Civil Law of the People’s Republic of China.
http://www.china.org.cn/china/LegislationsForm2001-2010/2011-02/11/content_21898337.htm
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children), one is on visitation (whether the person has the right to visit the children), one is on parenthood, and
one is on compensation regarding the contract. For the cases on sole care and control, both court decisions
rendered the surrogacy contract invalid and claimed sole care and control of the child belonged to the intended
parents, for the reasons that the child was genetically related to the intended parents and they were more
economically capable of raising the child.9 In terms of the case on visitation, the surrogate mother was allowed
the right to visit the child because she was the biological mother of the child10. In the case on parenthood, the
twin children were genetically related to the intended father but not the mother, and the dispute happened
between the parents of the intended father (the twins’ grandparents on father’s side) and the intended mother
after the intended father’s death. The court first rendered the surrogacy contract illegal and thus invalid. However,
the court decided that the grandparents should get custody of the twins because they were genetically related, but
then later overturned the verdict and identified the intended mother as holding parenthood for the twins because
she could be considered their adoptive parent11. In the case on compensation, the surrogate mother refused to
give the child to the intended parents, arguing that the pay for surrogacy was insufficient. This time, the court
recognized the surrogacy contract as valid and thus no further reimbursement was to be given to the surrogate
mother. Since the surrogate mother was not the genetic mother of the child, the court ruled that she did not have
parenthood over the child.12
Through the analysis of these different surrogacy cases, Menglu Li concluded that the central considerations for
court decisions are the validity of surrogacy contracts and the biological relationship between the different actors
in the case.13 While some court decisions rendered the surrogacy contract as valid, most of the court decisions
identified it as impermissible and thus invalid.
In another journal, Surrogacy Litigation in China and Beyond, author Chunyan Ding examines judicial solutions
to surrogacy disputes through a case study, using ten cases that took place in China from 2004 to 2012. Out of
the ten cases, six are on sole care and control, two are on visitation, one is on parenthood, and one is on breach of
surrogacy contract.14 In these ten cases, Ding makes a distinction from previous analysis by arguing attorneys
can and had exploited a loophole in surrogacy contracts involved in the legal disputes, contending that it should
be held partially invalid; in other words, “the contractual clause on sole care and control of the surrogate child
remained valid.”15 Overall, Ding concludes that while the court still tends to have a negative attitude towards
surrogacy in these cases, the application of surrogacy laws in litigations in China is inconsistent, and few courts
have given clear legal definitions on the exact legal clauses16.
1.3 Chinese Culture on Reproduction and Gender Roles
Regardless of legal views on reproduction, Chinese society also has its own interpretation of reproduction that is
deeply culturally rooted. It is important for Chinese families to carry on the family bloodline, and this tradition
puts the patrilineal system at the core of Chinese family and gender values.17 The patrilineal system contributes
to Chinese tradition in three ways: it emphasizes the male line of descent, which is relatively more valuable in an
ancient agricultural society; it regulates the family’s economic relationship in terms of inheritance; and it is
defines family boundaries.18
Multiple factors have influenced these traditions, depending on region and socioeconomic status. Through Deng
Xiaoping’s policy on reform and opening up starting from 197819, Chinese society became more exposed to the
global market, with the big cities at the forefront and thus more influenced by western ideas of individualism and
9
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Chunyan Ding. (January 8, 2015). Surrogacy Litigation in China and Beyond. Journal of Law and Biosciences, 33-35, 37.
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Yang Hu & Jacqueline Scott. (n.d.). Family and Gender Values in China: Generational, Geographic, and Gender Differences. Journal of
Family Issues, 4. https://doi.org/10.1177/0192513X14528710
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Deng presided over the Chinese government during a period of enormous economic change, when he enacted the policy “reform and
opening up.” Under his leadership, these reforms transformed the economic system in China, bringing the country out of isolation and into
the modern world economy.
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feminism than the inner cities and provinces. As a result, coastal and larger cities in China are generally more
equal in terms of gender. The other factor is the one-child policy. While some argue that the policy liberated
women from housework, others contend that the policy has led Chinese women further into childcare. 20 The
next section will talk more about the one child policy in China. Another policy that contributes to current views
on gender in China is the Hukou policy. This policy mandated housing registration throughout the country in
order to control population mobility and secure enough labor for each sector of production. 21 The distinction
between urban and rural was further exacerbated by this policy.
Gender roles and perceptions on reproduction within Chinese society vary. We cannot draw a simple conclusion
on the general public opinion towards reproduction, but it is reasonable to conclude that traditional gender roles
still play a prominent part in modern Chinese society.
1.4 An Overview on the One-Child Policy in China
The Chinese government initiated the one child policy in 1980, restricting the number of children a family could
have. Though slightly different rules applied to different regions, most families could have no more than two
children.22 The one child policy has yielded significant results in the years of its implementation; according to a
2010 Population Census, the average woman at the time only had 1.18 children. In 2013, China launched the
two-child program, according to which if one of the parents was a single child, then the couple could have a
second child without paying an extra fee. However, the two-child policy was not met with huge success;
according to a press conference held by the National Health and Family Planning Commission in July 2015, only
13% of the population who were eligible for a second child had a second child in accordance with the new policy.
The British Medical Journal reported in 2006 that all age groups and social classes in China prefer to have two
children or fewer.23 As of January 1, 2016, the Chinese government allowed all Chinese couples to have two
children.
The impact of the one-child policy is two-fold: not only has it influenced gender roles, but it has also altered the
surrogacy market in China. In terms of its impact on fertility, with each successive birth cohort being smaller and
women tending to marry men older than themselves, there are fewer potential brides.24 Together with the
tradition of favoring boys over girls, ultrasound technology and easy access to abortions, the one child policy has
further skewed the gender ratio.25 26 With the revocation of the one-child policy and the increasing infertility
rate leading to the rise of the surrogacy industry, the problem around the gender ratio was further exacerbated.
The parents that were most impacted by the one child policy - in other words, those born in the 1960s and 1970s
- have found themselves able to have a second child under the new government policy when they are in their
fifties or sixties, a time when it is relatively more dangerous to give birth or is biologically impossible. With the
development and increasing accessibility of in vitro fertilization, the demand for surrogacy services has risen and
the supply has increased to match.
1.5 An Overview of the Status Quo of Reproduction in China
In May 2019, a Chinese law review journal published a report on surrogacy as well as facts and statistics on
reproduction. The report shows one in eight couples in China face reproductive concerns.27 Throughout the past
20 years, the infertility rate in China has grown from 3% to approximately 12.5-15%. Some argue that increasing
environmental degradation and other forms of pollution are responsible for the growing infertility rate. 28
Statistics show that out of all the cases of infertility, 50% can be credited to the female, 30% to the male, 10% to
both parties, and 10% to unidentified reasons. 29
20
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1.6 Current Academic Debates Regarding Surrogacy
Feminist scholars have been discussing the topic of surrogacy for a long time without reaching a widely accepted
conclusion. Those providing justification for surrogacy include feminist scholar Andrea Whittaker, who contends
that surrogacy, especially transanational surrogacy, can be explained by certain ideologies and beliefs that
manifest locally.30 In Thailand, such belief is rooted in the religion of Theravada Buddhism – the religious
notion of pregnancy as a meritorious act by women which provides a moral framing for the surrogacy
relationship and interprets surrogacy with approval because of the positive karmic consequences.31 Other pros of
surrogacy include what is described by many surrogacy companies as more variety of reproductive choices and
freedom of choice for women.
On the other hand, as contended by feminist scholar Khader, when considering surrogacy one needs to see how
factors like race and class intensify gender oppression, and that the general lack of healthcare and enforced
national standards within the surrogacy market has increased the risks of surrogate bodily and psychological
harm.32 In the book Outsourcing the Womb, author France Winddance Twine points out that the global market
for fertility therapies is structured, like access to any infrastructure, by race, class, and economic disparities.33
Twine also discusses how some see surrogacy as taking advantage of women’s lack of autonomy and reducing
women’s autonomy during pregnancy (because many surrogate mothers are forced into abortion), or trying
deceive women that surrogacy involves performing a loving act for the intended parents.34
Other ethical concerns regarding being a surrogate mother under the status quo are further described by Anton
van Niekerk and Liezl van Zyl, who draw an analogy between surrogacy and prostitution. Niekerk and Zyl argue
that both surrogacy and prostitution employ a “similar form of exploitation”, and in both cases one’s physical
service is offered.35 Niekerk and Zyl think surrogacy should be illegal and argue that “surrogacy is wrong
because it commodifies women’s reproductive labor” with surrogate mothers required to repress parental love
for the child and the market’s manipulation and denial of legitimacy to the surrogate mother’s evolving
perspective on her own pregnancy, which makes surrogate mothers “an alienated population”.36
2. Methodology
In this paper, I will analyze relevant posts on surrogacy on some of the most popular mommy blogs37 in China
to gather public opinions around the issue of surrogacy. I selected the mommy blogs to be discussed by entering
“most popular mommy blogs” in Chinese into Google’s search engine, and clicked into the site “China
Webmaster,” in which mommy blogs are ranked by a comprehensive analysis for their popularity. 38 In order to
obtain a well-rounded review of public opinion on surrogacy, I searched for the word “surrogacy” in the top ten
mommy blog websites provided. Among those that yielded results, I picked the top three in the ranking for
further analysis: PCBaby, Mama, and Ci123.39 Among the three selected sites, I again typed in “surrogacy” to
search within these websites. Among all the results, I selected the blog posts and questions that received more
than five responses/votes in hope of obtaining an unbiased overview of public opinions.
The screenshot of the China Webmaster rankings from July 28, 2019 is provided below (Figure 1).
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Mommy blogs are social media platforms on which parents (mostly mothers) share their experiences of raising children. Mommy blogs
are usually characterized by their different focuses concerning children’s growth.
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The factors that would affect this ranking include Alexa ranking (the international web ranking), baidu popularity (baidu is the most
popular Chinese search engine, given that Google is blocked in mainland China), PageRank, popularity on mobile devices, and the standard
deviation of ranking over time.
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Some of the mommy blogs do not have a forum/blog post specifically concerning surrogacy, while some others require membership
(invitation from another user) to access information.
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F
Figure 1.
Other thann mommy blogs, interviewss conducted byy other news ooutlets will alsso serve as a pprimary sourc
ce for
analysis. T
The interview
wees include pprospective coommissioning parents, surrrogacy compaanies’ leaders, and
occasionallly, the surrogaate mothers. T
To search for thhose news artiicles, I searcheed for “surrogaacy” in Chinesse on
both the C
Chinese searchh engine Baiddu.com and thee more internaational searchh engine Googgle.com in ord
der to
obtain botth an internatiional perspectiive and a Chiinese perspecttive regarding surrogacy. Thhe different re
esults
yielded byy the two websites will also bbe discussed inn the followingg analysis.
3. Data an
nd Analysis
I will disccuss public oppinion regardinng surrogacy from three diffferent angles,, in the order of commissio
oning
(intended) parents, surroogate mothers, and the industtry as a whole..
For the annalysis of the intended pareents, I will staart the discussion by analyzzing different m
mommy blogss and
interviewss.
3.1 PCbabby
Operating under the PC Group (a com
mpany called Pacific Online),, the PCBaby discussion plaatform was fou
unded
in 2007 annd has focusedd on the motheer-baby markett since then. M
Most of the disscussion on thee platform revo
olves
around chiildren from 0 to
t 6 years old. 40
The discusssions on the platform
p
are m
mostly centeredd in the “forum
m” section and the “quick askk” section. Entering
the word ““surrogacy” in the forum secction, I found tthat the controversy concernning surrogacy can be categorized
into two paarts – legality and acceptabillity of commerrcial surrogacyy.
Regardingg legality, the host
h of the bloog discussion pputs forward a question askiing whether suurrogacy is leg
gal in
China. 41 The blog postt received 24 rresponses by 117 users, amonng which 6 assserted that surrrogacy is illeg
gal, 3
claimed it is legal, and 8 did not provide a clear “yess” or “no” to thhe question. A
Among the 8 inndefinite answe
ers, 3
viewed surrrogacy as neggative: one conndemned surroogacy as “unfaair” (the user ddid not specify
fy why surroga
acy is
“unfair”); one argued thhat the child ddoes not “fullyy belong to thhe intended paarents as the ffetus would ab
bsorb
nutrients ffrom the surroogate mother”;; and one conttended that addoption is a beetter solution for having a child.
c
Another 3 of the 8 view
wed surrogacy aas positive: tw
wo of them reggarded surrogaccy as a privatee issue between the
surrogate m
mother and thhe commissioning parents annd thus “none of the businesss with legislattion”; and the third
emphasizeed the “will to have a baby”, justifying surrrogacy by lookking at practicces of celebrities who also so
ought
surrogacy as an alternatiive.
Another bllog post conduucted a vote suurveying the accceptability off surrogacy, divviding the answer categoriess into
“fully acceptable”, “unaacceptable, evven if unable tto bear a chilld”, “unimaginnable, have neever thought about
a
surrogacy””, and “other”..42 The bloggeer gave a speciific premise forr this questionn: when the moother is biologiically
40

“Introductioon - PCbaby - Paccific Online,” acceessed August 24, 22019, https://corp.pconline.com.cn/eenglish/index-babby.htm

41

Surrogacy, is it feasible and legal?
l
_Forum_PC
CBaby. Accessed A
August 24, 2019, hhttps://bbs.pcbabyy.com.cn/topic-569003.html

42

Can you accept surrogacy? _Women’s
_
mood_F
Forum_PCBaby. A
Accessed August 224, 2019, https://bbbs.pcbaby.com.cnn/topic-371782.htm
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able to beaar a child but chooses
c
surroggacy for the saake of convenience (the bloggger used the teerm “convenie
ence”
but later sspecified that the mother rresorted to suurrogacy out oof career and monetary conncerns). 16 pe
eople
participateed in the votee, among whhich 7 chose “unacceptablee, even if unaable to bear a child”, 8 chose
c
“unimaginnable, has neveer thought aboout surrogacy””, 1 chose “othher”, and nonee of the participants chose “fully
“
acceptablee”. In the comm
ment area of thhe blog post, 17 users providded their opinioons on surrogaacy, with 14 ag
gainst
surrogacy, 2 with uncleear attitudes ((e.g. “I don’t have an opinnion”; “never thought of thhis before”), and
a 1
“acceptingg but not promoting” surrogaacy.
It can be cconcluded from
m the above ddata that generrally mothers aare not well eexposed to legiislation concerrning
surrogacy. Only about one third of tthe responses confirmed suurrogacy as illlegal. Anotheer one sixth of the
respondennts regarded suurrogacy as leggal, which is thhe direct oppossite of current Chinese legisllation, with the
e rest
of the respponses unclearr on surrogacyy. This may exxplain why the demand for ssurrogacy is cuurrently growin
ng in
China: thee families mayy be first unaw
ware of the illeggality of surroogacy itself, annd when uncerrtain on legisla
ation,
most view
w surrogacy as an acceptable alternative whhen dealing witth infertility. R
Regarding sociietal attitudes, users
of PCBaby showed clear negative atttitudes when the intended parents are fe
fertile; howeveer, when regarrding
surrogacy in general, thee “unclear aboout legislation”” population deemonstrated a relatively neuutral attitude toward
surrogacy, with the samee number of paarticipants view
wing surrogacyy as positive an
and negative.
Regardlesss of users’ atttitudes towardd surrogacy, onne thing worthh noting from
m PCBaby is tthat all users deem
d
“having a baby” as a reasonable and llegitimate conncern. Most are against surroogacy when thhe intended pa
arents
can naturaally reproduce, and even wiith those who cannot, the obbjectors suggeested the alternnative of adop
ption.
Many of tthem also menntioned how “hhaving a childd is a private bbusiness” and using the mother’s own fle
esh is
important during pregnaancy, thus impllying that surroogacy is a last resort.

F
Figure 2.
Figure 2 is a screenshhot of a user’’s response cooncerning the acceptability of surrogacyy. The user sttates,
p
to deal w
with my own bbusiness.”
“definitelyy not, I would prefer

F
Figure 3.
Figure 3 iss a screenshot of a user’s ressponse concernning the legaliity of surrogaccy. The user sttates, “but the child
needs to abbsorb nutrientss from others; I feel that the child is not coompletely yourrs.”
3.2 Mama
which mothers can
Founded inn 2006, Mamaa is the largestt parent-child social networkking platform in China, on w
share theirr maternal expeeriences.
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On enterinng “surrogacy”” in a search off this website, there is only oone blog post tthat has more tthan five respo
onses
around thiis topic. Titledd “Women as C
Child Bearing Machines? D
Do you supportt legalization oof surrogacy?”
”, the
blog post pprovides a screeenshot of twoo news outlets, one reportingg on the removval of Article 3 in Administrrative
Measures ffor Assisted Reproductive
R
T
Technology (ass mentioned eaarlier in this paaper), and the other reportin
ng on
doctors addvocating for thhe legalizationn of surrogacy due to low ferrtility rates. Foollowing the sccreenshots, the blog
post (Figuure 4) then arggues the pros (e.g. babies ccan enrich fam
milies facing iinfertility) andd cons (e.g. hu
uman
traffickingg, the alternativve of adoptionn, legal concerrns) of surrogaacy, with a cleaar bias towardds the negative
e side
of surrogacy.

F
Figure 4.
4 responses ffrom 40 users.. Among the 444 responses, 6 are explaininng the definitio
on of
The blog ppost received 44
commerciaal surrogacy. Among
A
the othher 38 responsees, only 3 are in support of ssurrogacy, onee for the reason
n that
it is exhauusting to bear babies
b
as one ggets older (withh the revocatioon of the one-cchild policy, m
many of the mo
others
wanting a second child are in their 400s or 50s), onee for the reasoon that some w
wives are forcced to divorce their
spouses duue to infertilityy, and one doess not provide a reason for their support. Foor those voicinng opposition to
t the
legalizatioon of surrogacyy, reasons varyy. Concerns caan generally bbe sub-dividedd into 5 categoories: worries about
a
human traffficking (that surrogate
s
mothhers are forcedd into this busiiness), mother--child bondingg during pregnancy,
commidifiication of woomen, potentiaal family dispputes, and diffficulty regardding legal suupervision. Though
supporterss and opposerss have differennt viewpoints, both sides exttend their arguuments under tthe premise off “for
the good oof women”. Reegardless of whhether they vieew women as the relatively m
more vulnerabble group in so
ociety
or as equaals to men, they see their argguments as suppporting the addvancement off women, eitheer for higher social
s
status or simply avoidinng harm. For thhose advocatinng for having cchildren as a nnecessity to fam
mily stability, even
they are esssentially arguuing for the bettterment of woomen – that to them, thoughh children are iindeed importa
ant in
and of them
melves, they are
a often an inntegral factor fo
for women to m
maintain a deccent status withhin a householld, as
they ensurre women havee accomplished the traditionnal goal of “carrrying on the ffamily bloodline”. Though a bias
towards negative impressions of surrrogacy can be interfered froom the blog pposter’s framinng of their post, in
general, ussers on the Maama platform see surrogacy as negative annd hard to reggulate, and are mostly againsst the
legalizatioon of surrogacyy. Thus it is reaasonable to connclude that onn the surface level, public opiinion in China does
comply wiith the litigatioons and court rrulings, regardiing surrogacy as in a negativve light.
3.3 MMBaang
Founded inn 2003, MMB
Bang centers its service arounnd families wiith children froom 0 to 6 yearrs old. The we
ebsite
indicates iits mission iss to promote independent tthinking for a new generattion of motheers, advocating
g for
motherhoood as an identiity instead of a defining careeer. MMBang also claims too be a platform
m for understan
nding
and supporrting new mom
ms by providinng expertise annd services.43
Discussionns on MMBaang can generrally be dividded into threee types: opiniions on surroogacy as a whole,
w
acceptabiliity of the occuupation of surroogate mother, and legalizatioon of surrogacyy.
In a post cconcerning opiinions regardinng surrogacy aas a whole, thee blog poster pprovides a brief description of
o the
43

About MM
MBang_ MMBang. Accessed Augustt 24, 2019, https:///www.mmbang.coom/about/about
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definition of surrogacy, warning
w
of ethhical concerns regarding surrrogacy (withouut specificationn of these cone
erns),
and quotess a Wuhan surrogacy bussineessman that a sucessful surrogacy service usually costs about 150,000
0 rmb
(approxim
mately $21,4288). 44 This bloog post receivved 41 responnses. Unlike other blog poosts among which
w
participantts mostly imaagine themsellves as comm
missioning parrents, responddents under thhis post imag
gined
themselvess as either the surrogate motthers or compleete outsiders.
A summarry of the responnses is shown below (Figuree 5 and Figure 6):

Figure 5. M
Made by the auuthor, this grapph summarizess attitudes of 441 respondentss towards surroogacy

Figure 6. Made by the author,
a
this graaph specifies thhe number of pparticipants in an MMBang bblog post show
wing
attitude of suppport, opposition, and neutraality towards suurrogacy
Among the participants in the categoryy of “other”, oone person arggued that 150,0000 rmb is nott enough for one to
be a surrogate mother, and
a another tw
wo clarified thee idea of surroogacy and adddressed minor ppoints from otthers’
responses.
g
Among thhose who weree for the idea of surrogacy, reasons for support vary, aas shown in thhe following graph
(Figure 7):

a
this graaph shows reassons of supportt among the 8 participants w
who demonstratted a
Figure 7. Made by the author,
positivee attitude towaards surrogacyy in their responnses to an MM
MBang blog poost
44

[News onn Trend]How doo you view the surrogacy induustry? _MMBangg in Suzhou_ M
MMBang. Accesssed August 24, 2019,
https://www.mmbang.com/suzzhou/bang/68726773#comment_enterr
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Figure 88. Made by thee author, this ggraph shows peercentage of reeasons among the 8 participaants who showed
suppoort for surrogaccy in the MMB
Bang blog postt
As can be seen from Figgure 7 and Figgure 8, half off the supporterrs claim that tthey only acceept surrogacy when
w
there is efffective and well-rounded
w
leegislation in pllace. In other words, most cconsider proteection for surro
ogate
mothers annd transparent transactions aas crucial to thhe business. 25% of the suppporters also em
mphasize the idea of
a nuclear ffamily, that tw
wo people in a relationship aare not enoughh to form a sttable family, annd a child’s ro
ole is
pivotal annd necessary. Comparatively
C
y, the conditioons of surrogaate mothers arre not given ppriority among
g the
concerns oof the web userrs.
Among thhose who are against surroggacy, more gaave different rreasons for thheir oppositionn, as shown in
n the
following graphs (Figuree 10 and Figurre 11):

mong the 25 paarticipants whoo demonstrated
da
Figure 99. Made by thee author, this grraph shows reaasons given am
negative attittude towards suurrogacy on thhe MMBang bllog post

Figure 10. Made by the author,
a
this graaph shows perccentages of typpes of reasons given by the 225 participantss who
are aggainst surrogaccy on the MMB
Bang blog postt
As can bee seen from Figure
F
9 and F
Figure 10, aboout one third of the opposeers are againstt surrogacy du
ue to
concerns about problem
ms that mightt arise in thee future, regarrding the lackk of legislativve control, fa
amily
relationshiips, and comm
munication withh the child/children. Most deescribe this as “a series of prroblems that would
w
not be sollved if a chilld is born froom surrogacy””, some say surrogacy is a “cause of faamily disputess and
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instability””, and others are concernedd that there is “no clear legiislation”. One fourth of thee opposers describe
surrogacy as a sub-categgory of human trafficking andd therefore uneethical to condduct in all casees.
As can be seen from botth the supporteers and the oppposition, legisllation is one oof the primary concerns regarrding
public opiinion toward surrogacy. Whhile many suppport the causse of surrogaccy as long ass there is effe
ective
legislationn, those who arre against surrrogacy also opppose it due too potential disputes, which ccould be solve
ed by
well-desiggned regulationns. Following llegal concernss, ethics is the second topmoost focus amonng responders when
w
considerinng acceptabilityy of surrogacyy – specificallly in terms off the characterization of the child if born by a
surrogate m
mother. Some describe surroogacy as equall to human traafficking, that bbeing a surroggate mother is to be
actively innvolved in the trade
t
of childrren, regardless of legislation..
For those w
who hold a neuutral opinion, 2 of the 3 respponders listed bboth pros and cons of surroggacy and stated
d that
they would not judge thhe issue basedd on the majorritarian societaal values (whicch are perceivved by the use
ers as
against surrrogacy). The other
o
one respondent did nott provide a reaason for her neuutral opinion.
Overall, ffrom the 41 total
t
responsees, we can coonclude that m
most concernss still revolvee around effe
ective
legislationn and the potenntial problemss surrogacy wiill lead to, eithher socially orr ethically. Alll of those conc
cerns
support the conclusions found in the ““Legislative prractices regardding surrogacyy in China” section of this paper,
p
that most oof the legal dissputes revolvee around “sole care” and monnetary disputess. In other worrds, we can assume
that accepttance of surroggacy will rise ssignificantly iff the laws are m
made as fair annd ethical as poossible.
Regardingg the acceptabiility of surrogaate mother as aan occupation, the blog postt in MMBang asked the que
estion
“If given 100,000 rmb, are you willinng to serve ass a surroagte m
mother?” The blog post receeived 20 respo
onses
from 18 paarticipants. Am
mong the 18 paarticipants, only one of them
m stated that shhe would consiider the offer if
i she
and her faamily were in an extreme fiinancial situatiion. Other parrticipants say tthey would onnly accept a higher
price, whille others claim
m that they woould not be a surrogate mothher under any ccircumstances. A detailed re
eview
of the respponses is proviided below (Figgure 11 and Fiigure 12):

Figure 11. Made by the author,
a
this graaph shows the attitudes amonng the 18 respoondents to the M
MMBang blog
g post
oon surrogate m
mother as an occcupation

1
Figure 12. Made by thhe author, this graph shows tthe percentagee of different tyypes of attitudees among the 18
responndents to the M
MMBang blog post on the occcupation of suurrogate motheer
a
While most consider surrrogacy in genneral as unacceptable in their responses too the blog possts discussed above
when asked whether
targeting ccommissioningg parents, overr half of the reespondents gaave an affirmattive answer w
they consiider being a suurrogate mothher as acceptabble with enouggh compensatiion. However,, what sets the
e two
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questions (whether to accept surrogacy and whether to accept surrogate mother as an occupation) apart is the role
respondents play under these two posts. In the former question, most participants imagine themselves as
commissioning parents or a third party, viewing the issue from this vantage point or from a third person
perspective. With such different viewpoints, those portraying themselves as commissioning parents may be more
concerned about family disputes happening after surrogacy, the child’s mentality, as well as legislation regarding
the process of transaction and potential problems; those portraying themselves as an outsider or lawmaker, on the
other hand, may think more about the issues of human trafficking, moral concerns regarding reproduction as a
whole, and might conclude that surrogacy is unethical. The data obtained from the commissioning parents
supports this idea that the majority of the population are against surrogacy due to concerns about potential
problems. However, when respondents are compelled to imagine themselves as potential surrogate mothers, they
put themselves in a position where pregnancy is for the sake of earning money, and they theoretically do not bear
any legal and practical burden after giving birth to the child, while receiving relatively high pay. Considering the
willingness of potential commissioning parents to accept surrogacy when dealing with infertility, as well as
potential surrogate mothers willing to accept the job for its high pay, we can reach the conclusion that the supply
side of the surrogacy market does exist, and surrogacy is regarded as a job with relatively high pay.
Despite societal attitudes on being a surrogate mother, in terms of opinions from surrogate mothers themselves, I
was only able to find very limited information, with the majority of this limited information coming from news
outlets and third party interviews, including articles from Sina News, Sohu News, and CCTV.
3.4 Sina News
Sina published a news article in April 2009 reporting on the status quo of surrogacy mothers in China. The report
concludes that most who chose to serve as surrogate mothers are those who are struggling financially and being a
surrogate mother is their last resort. Juan Wang (alias), a surrogate mother mentioned in the news article, said
that to be a surrogate mother her contract included: watching TV for a maximum of one hour per day, walking in
a pre-designed route with an assigned assistant nearby, accepting no visitors, and keeping her location secret.
Wang was also concerned about whether the surrogacy contract was valid, and therefore she demanded pay in
advance before signing the contract.45
3.5 Sohu News
In a news article published in February 2017, Sohu News interviewed a surrogate mother named Jialan Wang.
She said that she earned 150,000 rmb for her service and chose to be a surrogate mother because of financial
burdens she had in her family. According to her, she lived in an apartment with two other surrogate mothers
during her pregnancy, and during that time she was forbidden to walk around freely and tell anyone her location
and could not have any visitors.46
3.6 CCTV
In a news article published in February 2017, a journalist pretended to be an intended commissioning parent and
approached a surrogacy company. 47 During the conversation, Mr. Niu, the representative of the surrogacy
company, said there were essentially no women willing to be surrogate mothers in Haokou town (a town in
Wuhan, a mid-sized city in China), since all women serving as surrogate mothers were in larger city areas. The
surrogate mothers under their company, he also stated, usually earned 150,000 to 200,000 rmb per deal.
Upon interviewing the surrogate mother, the journalist said that the surroagte mother’s answers were brief,
perhaps indicating that she was unwilling to talk more about the issue. She told the journalist that her family was
informed of her decision to be a surrogate mother, and she did so for financial reasons. She said that those who
failed to be a surrogate mother in her hometown would be looked down upon for not bringing money back. The
report also mentions that some of the surrogate mothers were forced to abort the child once they found out that
the gender of the baby did not comply with what the customer required – in such cases, the surrogate mother
faced the risk of future infertility and loss of payment.48
From all of the news outlets anayzed above, it can be concluded that most surrogate mothers are not forced into
45

Surrogate Mother’s Very Life. Accessed August 25, 2019, http://news.sina.com.cn/c/sd/2009-04-13/145317600057_3.shtml
Womb Renting: China’s Underground Surrogacy Industry – Souhu News. Accessed August 25, 2019,
http://news.sohu.com/20170216/n480890493.shtml
47
Unannounced Visit to Surrogate Mother: I Am Relying on my Body to Make Money without Success I will be mocked. Accessed August
25, 2019, http://m.news.cctv.com/2017/02/20/ARTIxzXPs0DeYi2GVRcZJDdG170220.shtml
48
Unannounced Visit to Surrogate Mother: I Am Relying on my Body to Make Money without Success I will be mocked. Accessed August
25, 2019, http://m.news.cctv.com/2017/02/20/ARTIxzXPs0DeYi2GVRcZJDdG170220.shtml
46
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the busineess but do so because
b
of finnancial burdenns. They are offten forced to endure humann rights violattions,
such as noot being alloweed to move aroound freely annd have visitorrs. Unlike the rrelatively largee differences in the
prices paidd by commisssioning parentss, surrogate m
mothers often rreceive a fixedd payment bettween 150 and
d 200
thousand rmb. At the same
s
time, suurrogate mothhers usually faace critical pootential healthh risks, since most
companiess chose not to settle them in institutionalizzed hospitals ddue to their illeegality and therefore the safe
ety of
the surroggate mothers iss not ensured.. Most surrogaate mothers doo not fully reccognize the daanger of becoming
surrogates; even if they do, they have little power too fight back, ass they themselves also volunntarily engage in an
officially iillegal businesss. This can also be seen in the low repressentation of suurrogate motheers on the inte
ernet;
companiess tend to caterr to the commiissioning pareents’ needs rathher than thosee of the surroggate mothers. Since
S
the ultimatte goal of the surrogate motther is usually the financial rreward, it folloows that they would also usually
prioritize the needs annd requiremennts of the cuustomers. As a result, the surrogate m
mothers are largely
under-reprresented by meedia and acadeemic researcherrs as a whole.
For analyssis on the inddustry of surroogacy, I refer to news articcles found on both Chinesee news outletss and
internationnal ones. Otheer than news aarticles, I willl also discuss the official w
websites of companies providing
surrogacy services.
3.7 Googlee and Baidu
I entered tthe word “surrrogacy” in Chhinese on both the Google seearch engine aand the Baidu search engine
e and
found drasstically differennt results.
The Googgle search enggine shows results for half a page of addvertisements posted by surrrogacy companies
serving Chhinese parents,, together withh a definition ppage of the term
m “surrogacy”. The translateed screenshot of
o the
Google paage is shown beelow (Figure 113):

Figure 133. Translated by
b Google, thiss page shows tthe search resuults when typinng in “surrogaccy” in the Goo
ogle
search eengine in Chineese
The Baiduu search result page, howeveer, focused moore on news reegarding surroggacy. The origginal and transslated
screenshotts of the Baiduu page are show
wn below (Figuure 14):
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Figure 114. Translated by Google, thiis page shows the search resuults when typiing in “surrogaacy” in the Baiidu
search eengine in Chineese
It can be ddiscerned from
m the Baidu sccreenshot that the Baidu pagge focused morre on the negaatives of surrogacy,
portrayingg it as a “morall miscarriage”,, “illegal”, andd a “black chaiin”. On the othher hand, the G
Google page ca
an be
seen as actively promotiing surrogacy, with almost aan entire page devoted to addvertising the industry, portra
aying
an image of surrogacy as completelyy acceptable, just as any oother daily traansaction. Thiis clear distinction
between ann internationall website and a domestic onne outlines the group of peopple that act as tthe demand side of
surrogacy industry. Sincce Google is innaccessible in mainland Chiina, most of thhose holding C
Chinese nation
nality
would nott be exposed to such adveertisements; innstead, the general public iin China are more likely to
t be
influencedd by the mainsttream media w
which deems suurrogacy as unnethical and ass in a grey marrket. Those holding
Chinese nnationality whiile also being able to accesss Google are likely to be w
wealthier and have the fina
ancial
ability to ttravel internatiionally. With aall the advertissements targetting the Chineese population,, it is reasonab
ble to
assume thaat the target cuustomers of these advertismeents are intendded parents froom mainland C
China who hav
ve the
ability to ssee the contentt and respond.
I then lookked at the topp three websitees advertising surrogacy serrvices on the G
Google searchh engine, hopin
ng to
obtain insiights about thee supply side oof the surrogaccy market, speccifically on thee companies pproviding surro
ogacy
services.
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3.8 DYZJG
GJZY
Titled DY
YZJGJZY, this company’s sloogan is “let love last, let fam
mily be compllete”, and the website says iti has
bases in Beijing, Tianjinn, Chengdu, annd Chongqing – some of the largest cities iin China. On thhe top center of
o the
website, thhe company writes:
w
“We proomise with 1000% certainty thhat the baby w
will be a boy; iff not a boy, we
e will
refund all you paid.”49

ZJGJZY websiite; the screensshot was takenn in July, 2019
Figurre 15. Screenshhot of the fronnt page of DYZ
I then loooked at each tab
t the websiite provided. IIn the “aboutt us” tab, the company desscribes itself as
a “a
professionnal surrogate service
s
instituttion, with maany years of eexperience in surrogate servvice guidance,, and
provides llove and surroogate services for infertile ffamilies”. Thee company also states that iit is equipped with
“first-classs national andd qualified hoospitals, chargging reasonabble fees” whille providing eeggs from co
ollege
students, oorganizing prennatal healthcarre services for surrogate motthers, conductiing paternity ttests, and providing
birth certifficates. Howevver, though thhe target custoomers are thosse from mainlland China and the website uses
Chinese too advertise, all the pictures pprovided by thee website porttray western m
mothers and theeir children. On the
surface levvel, the advertiising pictures do not seem reelatable to the intended customers at all; hhowever, this might
m
suggest unnderlying racissm within the surrogacy inddustry, as the ccompany also claims that it requires addittional
pay if the commissioninng parents wannt the child too be born in thhe US so that the children ccan have American
citizenshipp.
In the “hospital equipmeent” section, thhe company inncludes no verrbal descriptionn; rather, it onnly posts 8 picttures,
with 6 of them being laab microscopees and two off them briefly showing the entire lab. Sccreenshots of these
pictures arre provided bellow (Figure 166):

Figure 16. Screen shot off the company DYZJGJZY w
website “hospittal equipment”” section showing of lab facillities;
thhe screenshot was taken in JJuly, 2019

49

Beijing Surrrogacy, Tianjin Suurrogacy, Chongqqing Surrogacy, Chhengdu Surrogacyy. Accessed Augusst 24, 2019, http://w
www.dyzjgjzy.com
m/.
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As can be seen from Figgure 17, the weebsite provides essentially nno valid inform
mation on the hhospital equipm
ment.
In other w
words, there iss no guaranteee that the process of surroggacy is securee and sanitaryy. Neverthelesss, the
company m
might have inttentionally possted vague infoormation – surrrogacy in Chinna is theoreticaally illegal and
d thus
the compaanies cannot exxpose too mucch on lab facilities or give aaway informatiion about the hhospital or me
edical
institution they use.
In the “meedia report” section, the com
mpany posts 100 articles regardding pregnancy as a whole, rrather than spe
ecific
surrogacy--related texts. All of the 10 articles were posted betweeen March 19 aand 20, 2018. Again, the content
doesn’t cooncern surroggacy but ratheer talks aboutt pregnancy iin general andd thus is irreelevant to Chinese
commissiooning parents. The company might have inntentionally donne this to get aaround existingg legislation.
In the “surrrogate prograam” section, thhe company prrovides 4 optioons, illustratingg that the com
mmissioning pa
arents
can choosee whether to assign
a
gender, whose egg/speerm to use, whhether the babyy is to be carriied by the inte
ended
mother or the surrogate mother, and w
whether the chiild needs a Unnited States passsport. In the ““surrogate proc
cess”
section, thhe website outllines the proceess of the surroogate mother’ss impregnationn. The process,, compared to other
sections of the website, is much moree detailed and well explaineed; however, thhe company ddoes not discuss its
practices dduring the surrrogate motherr’s pregnancyy. The translateed screenshot of this sectioon is shown below
b
(Figure 177):

Figure 177. Translated innto English froom Chinese byy Google, this page is a screeenshot of DYZ
ZJGJZY’s web
bsite
descriptioon in its “surroogate program”” section of surrrogacy proceddures conducteed by the comppany, in which
h the
preecedure of surrrogacy is roughhly depicted
In the “suurrogacy case” section, the ccompany posteed 6 pictures oof what it desscribes as succcessful surroga
acies.
Among thhe 6 pictures, 3 are twins, 1 is a quadrupplet, and 2 aree single childrren. In the “suurrogacy pack
kage”
section, thhe company ouutlines 4 possiible packages prospective ccustomers can choose from, with the prices of
300,000rm
mb, 350,000rm
mb, 600,000rm
mb, and 900,0000rmb. The difference betw
ween the four packages inclludes
whether thhe commissionning parents caan choose gendder of the childd and the amouunt of time thee customer nee
eds to
be involveed in the proceess. In the “surrrogacy knowleedge” section, the website esssentially repeeats the content that
appears in the “media reeport” section, with the conteents being irrellevant to surroogacy. In the “ccontact us” sec
ction,
the compaany leaves its information oon WeChat andd QQ (a Chinnese social meedia service thhat functions like a
combinatioon of Snapchaat and Instagram
m), and a phonne number.
Overall, thhe informationn provided by the website iincludes no coontextual evideence that the company has been
successful in its surrogaacy services, annd there does not seem to bbe a guarantee that the proceess is safe, botth for
the surrogate mother andd financially ffor the commisssioning parennts. The life annd role of the ssurrogate moth
her is
barely menntioned; in othher words, thee living condittions and basic rights of surrrogate mothers are not ensured.
What’s moore, much of the
t informationn the companyy provides is iillegal and impplicitly sexist; gender testing
g has
been long outlawed in China
C
and pareents are not alllowed to be toold the gender of a baby beffore its birth.50 The
pictures off successful suurrogacy also ffavor those who gave birth too more babies and those whoo gave birth to boys
50

Jing-Bao N
Nie. (February 20010). Limits of State Intervention inn Sex-Selective A
Abortion: The Casse of China. Cultuure, Health & Sex
xuality,
12, 205.
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rather thann girls. Accordding to a comppany leader froom Guangzhouu, most of the parents who cchose to speciffy the
gender of ttheir child wouuld choose to hhave a boy.51 The company, by advertisingg itself as beinng able to give birth
to boys annd those with a foreign natiionality, indicaates the sexistt and racist im
mplications of the industry. With
regard to current legislaation and conssidering the prrice of surroggacy as indicatted on the weebsite, 3,000rm
mb as
penalty forr engaging in surrogacy
s
is att most one thirrd of the price. Thus, it is reaasonable to coonclude that cu
urrent
legislationn does not funcction as a deterrrent to surrogaacy because thhe illegal profitts far outweighh the penalties.
3.9 Beijingg Internationall Surrogacy Coompany
Based in B
Beijing, this suurrogacy comppany is essentially the same as DYZJGJZY
Y in terms of iits website. Bo
oth of
them are ddivided into thee same numbeer of sections w
with the same nnames, providde the same opttions for custo
omers
to choose from, and thee impregnationn process desccribed on the two websites are exactly thhe same. The only
difference in the websitte information is that the Beeijing Internattional Surrogaacy Company provides detaiils of
action durring the pregnaancy process. One thing to note is that thhe company sppecifically streesses that afte
er the
surrogacy is confirmed as successful, “the commisssioning parentts and the com
mpany are to ddestroy the con
ntract
and all othher materials”. In other wordds, if there are further disputtes regarding tthe surrogacy aafterwards, the
ere is
no way foor any actor inn the transactiion to trace anny record of iit, and no legaal protection is then going to
t be
ensured. T
This also highliights that the ccompany know
ws surrogacy iss currently techhnically illegall in China, butt they
are still addvovating for this business. The fact thaat they expliciitly state to “ddestroy the coontract” proves the
inefficacy of current surrrogacy legislattion.
3.10 Concceptual Parentss
Based in San Diego annd Los Angelees, California and founded in 1999, Connceptual Parennts appears to be a
company ttargeting custoomers from aroound the worldd. According tto the companyy’s website, thhey are dedicatted to
being “inffertility consulltants” instead of “brokers oor a matching service”.52 Thhe website cann be translated
d into
Chinese, E
English, Germaan, and Spanissh, with flags eexhibited on thhe top of the paage for the US, China, Hongkong,
Taiwan, G
Germany, and Spain.
S
A screennshot of the weeb page is show
wn below (Figgure 18):

Figuree 18. Screenshhot of the Engliish version of tthe company C
Conceptual Opptions website front page; the
e
screenshot w
was taken in Jully, 2019
In this papper, I will focuus solely on thhe Chinese veersion of the w
website, in ordder to gain inssights into how
w the
internationnal surrogacy market
m
caters tto China and iinfluences Chiinese society. O
On the front ppage of the web
bsite,
the compaany specificallly outlines tthat surrogacyy is “supported and proteected by Californian law”, and
sub-categoorizes the sitee into “parennts”, “surrogattes”, “egg doonors”, “aboutt us”, “contaact us”, and “new
“
informatioon” sections. Itt should be nooted that there isn’t a tab callled “LGBT+”” on the Chineese site like the
ere is
on the Engglish, Spanish, and German ones. Howevver, there is a hhyperlink attacched to the hoomepage that states
s
“for same sex couples”, with detailedd information and guidancee within. Com
mpared with thhe DYZJGJZY
Y and
Beijing Innternational Suurrogacy Comppany websites, Conceptual P
Parents detailss much of the surrogacy pro
ocess
and gives users access to
t apply for a surrogate moother or egg ddonor on the w
website. The ccompany also posts
p
informatioon about surroogate mothers on the site, iincluding firstt name, age, rregion, and paast experience
es on
serving as surrogate motther; a Google--translated screenshot is shown below (Figgure 19):
51

“Womb Renting: thhe Undergroundd Market in China’s Surrrogacy Industrry” accessed August 25, 2019,
http://news.soohu.com/201702116/n480890493.shhtml.
52
“Infertility Consultants in San Diegoo and Los Anngeles,” Concepptual Options (blog), accessedd August 25, 2019,
https://www.conceptualoptionss.com/our-philosoophy/.
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Figure 19. Translatedd from Chinesee to English byy Google, this w
webpage show
ws informationn about surroga
ate
mothers workingg for Conceptuual Parents, inccluding their nname, age, regiion, and past eexperiences
In additionn to the above information, Conceptual Parents also m
makes certain commitmentss on caring for the
surrogate mothers, withh basic criteria for applying to be a surrrogate motheer (e.g. has haad healthy ferrtility
experiencees), and states that the proceess of picking a surrogate m
mother is one oof mutual seleection – there is no
dominant pparty within thhe relationship.53
Still, Concceptual Parentss offers the chooice of havingg the baby bornn in the US and thus having the opportunitty for
American citizenship, buut the companyy doesn’t specify the paymennt under any suurrogacy optioons.
C
Parrents looks thee most professiional among thhe three websiites discussed, with
Based on tthe website, Conceptual
better hum
man rights prootection mechaanisms and more transparennt procedures regarding the surrogacy pro
ocess
itself. Theere may be maany different rreasons behind this: amongg the three com
mpanies discuussed in this paper,
p
Conceptuaal Parents has the largest sccale and influeence (considerring its intendded customers have internattional
backgrounnds) and thus bears
b
greater liiability when considering leegal issues. Coonceptual Parennts is also the only
company discussed thaat is based inn a place where surrogacyy and same ssex marriage are legal and
d has
well-established legislattion concerninng such transaactions. Conceeptual Parentss is also the ooldest of the three
companiess and thus has more experiennce with differeent cases on suurrogacy.
Overall froom this overview on these tthree companiies it can be seeen that legisllation is still kkey. With relatively
vague legiislation upon surrogacy, thee law leaves sspaces for proofit-driven com
mpanies to expploit and crea
ates a
completelyy unregulated free market syystem where ddiscriminationn including raccism and sexissm can emerge
e. On
the other hhand, when thhere are clearly defined rulees on surrogaccy, it is easier for businessees to follow th
he set
letter of thhe law, not onnly for a fair environment in which com
mpanies can coompete, but allso for a saferr and
institutionaalized surrogacy process.
4. A Brieff Overview: Su
urrogacy in C
China
Feminist sscholar Andreea Whittaker ccategorizes ethhical concernss regarding traansnational suurrogacy into eight
groups: thee manipulationn of custodian rights to favoor the surrogacy trade (legislation, or loophholes in legisla
ation,
tend to bee exploited by the wealthy), questions oveer the quality and conditions of surrogatee care, the limiits of
medical caare for surrogaates post-delivvery, the practiice of embryo transfers and selective reduuction (importa
ant in
terms of ggender discrim
mination, wheere girls are m
more likely too be aborted tthan boys), thhe lack of me
edical
advocates for surrogatess since clinics ccompete for buusiness profitss, and the issuee of free choicee within condiitions
53

“Our Aggent Pregnant Mothers
M
| Conceeptual Options Surrogacy and Egg Donation Center,” accesseed August 25, 2019,
https://www.nnewjiating.com/ouur-surrogates/.
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of economic coercion.54
Taking into account the existence of gender bias, surrogacy as a new industry, and the ineffective legislation,
these challenges remain issues when it comes to analyzing surrogacy and public opinions regarding surrogacy in
the Chinese market. In terms of public opinions, most people oppose the idea of surrogacy as a business. Even
when viewing the issue from the perspective of commissioning parents, most still prefer surrogacy to be illegal
in order to prevent future conflicts, either monetary or ethical. However, most people also consider reproduction
to be a pivotal part of life and having a child to be a necessary experience; with such concerns, many infertile
couples are then trapped in the dilemma of wanting to have children and resorting to commercial surrogacy.
Most choose to support commercial surrogacy in such cases. When asked to view themselves as potential
surrogate mothers, the general public, contrary to the negative perspective on surrogacy in the previous case,
mostly chooses to accept the occupation but demand much higher pay than currently offered in the surrogacy
market. As can be seen from the responses posted on multiple mommy blogs, regardless of surrogacy being
illegal in China, the general public is not completely against the idea of surrogacy; while most consider it
unethical and that it should serve as a last resort, they are also willing to embrace surrogacy when considering
cases of infertility. In addition, while the occupation of surrogate mother is not generally seen as a respected job,
it is acceptable to most.
In terms of the industry, most accessible surrogacy companies in China are locally based, and their target
customers are wealthy citizens. Most of the local surrogacy companies fail to provide details about their services
on their websites and understand that the business they are conducting is illegal. In contrast, international
surrogacy companies may tend to charge higher prices but provide more accessible information on the detailed
procedures and safety concerns of surrogacy. The local surrogacy companies also show sexist and racist
tendencies by providing services that favor one gender or race over the other.
With regards to surrogate mothers, people in this line of work are very under-represented in terms of media
exposure and general information online. Most of the reports focus on individual life stories of surrogate mothers;
there is very little data and systematic research on this population. From the reports discussed in this paper, we
can see that surrogate mothers are generally portrayed as entering the industry for financial reasons, that they do
so without many safety, healthcare, and insurance procedures in place, and that their rights to autonomy and
privacy are infringed upon during their pregnancy. Surrogate mothers are easily exploited due to their
unfamiliarity with reproduction technologies and poorly followed consent procedures. Nevertheless, despite
knowing these facts, more woman are willing to be surrogate mothers in poverty-hit regions, as surrogacy is one
of the easiest and quickest ways for a woman to obtain money in these circumstances. As a result, the supply side
of the surrogacy market is sufficient enough for businesses to operate, just as the demand side is increasing due
to the rising infertility rate, the cultural narrative of seeing having children as necessity, and the revocation of
one-child policy.
It seems that the most prevalent concern around surrogacy in China is the lack of clear legislation, both
economically and in terms of ethic issues. While the current surrogacy market operates in a lasseiz-faire model
without much effective government supervision, the general public view seems to be that people would accept
the idea of surrogacy if there were well-established regulations on the demand side. On the supply side, most
surrogate mothers are vulnerable to human rights violations committed by third parties, which could also be
solved to a great extent by effectively enforcing laws.
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